BREAKAWAY—Monica Leeloy of the Etes races 40 yards for a second-quarter touchdown.

Ete Bowl
By Brett Niles
Special to the Star-Bulletin

Even though the Rainbow Warriors had a bye last Saturday there was plenty of football action at the University of Hawaii's Quarry field as the students and alumnas of the UH Law School met in the 10th annual Ete Bowl flag-football game.

"Ete" is Hawaiian pidgin slang used to describe women without social graces, and the ladies played out their roles.

The alumnas "Bruzers" made a grand entrance on the backs of Harley Davidsons driven by the Street Bikers United Club. Undaunted, the Law School Etes displayed their own version of the Rainbows' run-and-shoot offense—and won the game, 18-2.

GRAND ENTRANCE—The alumnas team arrived on motorcycles.